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THE AUTHOR’S ANGRY MEMORANDUM  
 

WHAT MADE JS ANGRY? 

 

■ At age 84 and a very special background, many things infuriate 

him: 
 

 ● A World Gone Nuts 
 

▲North Korea –  A country with no brains, no cash, no 
food which can actually cause 
Armageddon on a moment’s notice.   
A member of the important “Nuclear 
Club” 

 

▲ Iran     --  A country with a burning desire to hasten 
the occurrence of Armageddon (with 
Allah providing for “Death to America” 
and “Final Solution” for Israel) 
A near-future member of the “Nuclear 
Club” 

 

    ▲ Remnants   --  Cuba, Venezuela, vast numbers of smallish 
of the   Totalitarian regimes mourning the sinking of 
Russian  the mother ship (1991) and arrival of  
Empire      insane new believers: S. Africa, Chile,  

and many others. 
 

▲ International --  Dysfunctional U.N. and its myriad outfits not  
“World   one of which has any decent idea about any   
Government function they can actually perform 

    Like” 
    Organizations 
 

We did not mention China to avoid punishing the reader with 

numerous devilish and laughingly insane characteristics 

(including insertion of chips in peoples’ brains, TikTok culture 

and central planning – guess which is the worst.) 

 

Nothing to really worry much.  All the above can be gotten used to.  

Don’t kick the dog, have a drink and commiserate with other old 

people. 
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   WHAT MADE JS ANGRY (continued) 

 

●   A world that was and is thankless for everything that the 

U.S. sheriff did for all winners and losers in the 20th 

Century’s three World Wars 

 

▲ The U.S. Killed     –  Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian 

      Rotten Empires    –  Wannabe Kaiser’s Empire Dream 

      in First World War – Rotten Russian Empire 

       

 ▲ The U.S. Killed     –  Seriously prevented the Brits and  

     Totalitarian   French to repeat First World War  

      National-Socialist Transgressions 

      Beast in Second 

      World War 

 

 ▲ Freed up numerous countries 

      from the Totalitarian Soviet  

      domination and freed peoples   

      from Colonialists rule in a prolonged 

      WWIII (46 years, 1945-1991) 

 

 ▲ Protected trade routes and 

      acted as the “Economic 

      engine” for the entire world economy 

 

Nothing to really worry about.  So what, the European appeasers have 

always been thankless.  Appeasers tend to always encourage the 

Totalitarian swine to commit atrocities using “All Means Necessary” and of 

course “For the Common Good.”  Do not kick the dog, have a drink and 

commiserate with other oldsters. 
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   WHAT MADE JS ANGRY (continued) 

 

  ● We can continue to whine and moan about a plethora of  

issues, events, practices that can drive an old fellow nutty.  

But we won’t.  We will focus on: 

 

▲ BEING ANGRY ABOUT ISSUES/EVENTS/PRACTICES 

THAT WE MAY, IF WE ARE LUCKY, HAVE SOME IMPACT, 

EVEN IF IT IS SMALL… 

 

▲ TO FOCUS, WE NEED TO INCORPORATE JS’  

BACKGROUND. 

 

– JS IS A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR 

 

– HE CLAIMS THAT HE DOESN’T HAVE A 

VICTIM’S BONE IN HIM. 

     HE DOESN’T CARE IF THIS CLAIM IS NOT  

BELIEVED. 

 

– IN JS’ WORLD VIEW (‘WELTANSCHAUUNG” – 

HE LOVES THIS WORD): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“THE HOLOCAUST IS THE WORLD’S BIGGEST CRIME EVER: 
 

• IT IS A CRIME AGAINST JEWS BY VIRTUE OF WHAT WAS DONE 

• IT IS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY BY VIRTUE OF HOW IT WAS DONE 

• IT IS A CRIME THAT IS INEXPLICABLE BY VIRTUE OF WHY IT WAS DONE “ 
 

(CHRISTINA STERNBERG, JACOB’S WIFE) 
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JS BACKGROUND (At a Glance) 

 

– JS Became an Israeli Paratroop Officer 

        A fact that is a far cry from a victim’s outlook.  A  

non-victim can express real sorrow but cannot 

immerse himself in pity, victims do. 

 

– Given the drubbing that Israel gets from 

international organizations and worldwide media, 

no wonder that JS is quite angry at the world – 

note the rush to re-sign the Iran Deal (“P5 + 1, 

2015). 

 

– It is Iran, its surrogates and big power sponsors 

that clearly indicate that the Holocaust is not fully 

over. 

 
– Given European eagerness to do business with 

Iran clearly indicates the persistent tendency of 

Europeans (real thankless to the U.S. Sheriff) to 

support the Iran deal.  The Holocaust wake has 

left incredible intellectual garbage to be cleaned.   

 
– There exist overriding insane ideas that need to 

be rejected to avoid implementation.  It is simple 

to comprehend:  Do not let Totalitarians cartels 

(parties, countries, Davos attendees, dystopic 

hypochondriacs of a wide variety and the fully 

Woke) make you drink their Kool Aid. 
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JS BACKGROUND (Continued) 
 

– To amplify JS’ issues, JS meets and MARRIES 

THE DAUGHTER (CHRISTINA TROLLER) OF A 

WORLD-CLASS GERMAN AERODYNAMICS 

SCIENTIST. 

[A Memoir “Trollers’ Wars” provides the detailed 

story] 
 

– A vast “Jewish Problem” develops: 
 

•   Jacob’s parents are ready to sit in mourning  

given Jacob’s marrying a non-Jewish woman.  

It is resolved by her conversion to Judaism. 
 

• Chris’ father disinherited her for marrying a 

Jew.   
 

– It turns out that Chris’ father has Jewish origins 

and that Chris’ grandfather, born Jewish, 

converted to Catholicism, died in the 

Theresienstadt Concentration Camp as a 

“Prominent Jew” (a Nuremberg Law 

classification). 
 

– Chris’ father has a strong Holocaust connection: 

•  His father dies in a concentration camp 

•  He was, as solid research shows, a major  

contributor to U.S. Defense with a President 

Roosevelt Commendation (“Every ship and 

plane, military or civilian, has Troller’s invention 

embedded”). 
 

    At the end of the day, Chris has been connected to five  

Holocaust characters – Jacob, Jacob’s mother and father, 

her own father and grandfather – all of whom she 

thoroughly knew (even the grandfather she never met, 

provided an incredible letter collection covering day by day 

his Hell and his courage.  See Trollers’ Wars manuscript)  
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CHANNELING THE JS ANGER 

 

■  To be realistic, it is probably advisable to eliminate channels  

(types of anger that JS can do nothing about.) 

 

 Pure Weltschmerz is just a folly.  Hence: 
 

 •  Eliminate many large-scale geo-political angers producing  

bellyache (e.g., N. Korea, the Nuclear Bazaar, Zimbabwe going 

berserk, etc.)   
 

       ■ Laser focus on Jewish organizations who are: 

 

   •  Advocating/advising/favoring BDS (Boycott, Disinvest,  

   Sanctions) on Israel 
 

   •  Touching on the obnoxious blood libel “Apartheid in Israel.” 
 

   •  Incorporating the Holocaust Centennial Memorial in a large- 

scale shindig sponsored by the U.N. or any subgroup of the 

U.N. 
 

   •  Urging to educate young Jews to join Totalitarian cults  

   prevalent in higher learning institutions 

 

       ■  The above requires Picking Real Fights, and the Availability of  

High-Level Skills in Executing Intellectual Wars.   
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• The relatively combative tone above hinges on the following facts – 

as JS views them: 

 

1. The set of events popularly known as “The Holocaust” is largely 

misunderstood – EVEN BY WELL-EDUCATED PEOPLE. 

 

The Holocaust events are not just “Some Nazi bastards 

killed six million Jews.” 

 

2. To affect the better understanding of the Holocaust requires the 

attainment – to a better extent – of what happened, how it 

happened and the most difficult question, WHY IT HAPPENED. 

 

3. There is no lack of raw facts (“data”), in numerous highly 

organized repositors run by governments, academic institutions, 

think tanks and the like.  These facts are all accessible to 

individuals, victims’ relatives and researchers. 

 
Vast sums are spent to keep the data in the best order. 

 

There is no lack in published materials (articles, books, 

documentaries, films) providing “Information” – assigning 

meaning to the data. 
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There is no lack of published materials providing opinions and 

conclusions serving polemical “Intelligence” re all aspects of the 

Holocaust. 
 

With all the above data, information and intelligence availability, 

HOW COME THAT THE HOLOCAUST IS MISERABLY 

MISUNDERSTOOD? 
 

It is possible and likely that the question “Why” did the Holocaust 

happen is mired in the FEAR OF RESEARCHERS FINDING 

OUT HOW REALLY LACKING THEY WERE IN SPECIFYING 

THE BACKGROUND LEADING TO THE SINGULAR ATROCITY 

AND, EVEN MORE TELLING, WILL BE THE FEAR OF 

SPECIFYING THE GARBAGE LEFT IN 1945 (AND STILL 

STINKS TO THIS DAY) IN THE WAKE OF THE HOLOCAUST. 
 

In multiple papers, we allude to the refuse that was left by the 

Totalitarians who caused the Holocaust.  Much of the refuse 

excited a whole bunch of Woke people – highly educated, highly 

sensitive, clamoring to attain a new world order, a new economic 

order, at infinite cost, achieving all by literally “tomorrow” and 

teaching me and mine a lesson in all subjects I have low or no 

interest.  No need to go into detail, they are Totalitarian.  For 

them, the change will be total and the past will all be cancelled. 
 

Bye, bye to the Borg.  You have lost every war in the last 200 

years but you are still kicking, you are smart and resilient and 

you’ve won some local battles.  You almost won the “Education-

of-the-Young.”  But, in this area, your cartel will lose. 
 

JS will don dirty clothes and speak dirty (curse in Russian and 

Arabic).  There is no doubt that a strong connection between 

Totalitarian mind, Totalitarian regimes and deeds lead to 

atrocities and from there to Holocaust.   
 

AND IT WASN’T JUST THE NAZIS INVOLVED. 
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One would imagine that somewhere in the vast data reservoirs 

lie the answers to the three questions:  What/How/Why did it 

happen. 

 

More than that, the first two (What/How) are not extraordinarily 

difficult, it is the “Why” that provides the bellyache. 

 

 

There is no secret in how you do it. 

 

You worry so much about how you make each step that you 

forget to watch the signs telling you how much you have already 

covered in distance.  The first he realized the importance of this 

idea was at mile 24 of this race.  And “2 miles to go” became a 

cinch. 

 
 

  

 

It is exactly when enormous data volumes vastly overwhelm you and confusing 
uncertainties raise their ugly head, that it is exactly the time to put on the tight 
shoes.  They hurt much but they focus you to concentrate on the happy moment 
that you can take the shoes off after concentrating on some (even tiny) victory and 
ignoring irrelevant factoids.  Please note that JS intends to follow this awful 
suggestion.  He also ran a Tel Aviv marathon (1986) with a sprain, a well swollen 
ankle.  His runner number was 100. 
 
He finished the run in 4:01 hours and enjoyed taking the tight shoes off. 
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WHAT WILL MAKE JS LESS ANGRY? 

 

■  To avoid megalomaniac unachievable statements of goals, one  

has to put on the hurting tight shoes.  It helps to focus on small 

realistic targets. 

 

 

 

 

     ■  Without the overhaul in the definition of “The Holocaust” and the  

Centennial Memorial, not much (if anything) can be learned to 

avoid repeated atrocities. 

 

 •  The obvious re definition must include: 

 

1. The set of events, popularly referred to as ‘The 

Holocaust,’ is, by far, THE WORST CRIME IN 

HISTORY. 
 

2. The popular notion that confines “The Holocaust” to: 

“The Nazis Killed Six Million Jews” is misleading in three 

primary respects: 
 

(a.) What was done 

(b.) How was it done 

(c.) Why was it done 

 

MUCH NEEDS TO BE ADDED AND WE COVER 

SOME REASONABLE IDEAS IN A PRESENTATION 

(Program 2035).   

  

 

One way or another, a unique opportunity exists to overhaul the definition of 
the Holocaust events.   
 

The obvious opportunity is the shortly coming of the Centennial Memorial in 
2035 – 13 years from now. 
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WHAT WILL MAKE JS LESS ANGRY? 

 

■ PGC will extend best efforts to pay more attention to the Nazis’,  

And other intellectual geniuses, conception of “subhuman.” 

 

▲  In the past 8 decades – the enormous project dealing with 

all aspects of “The Holocaust” is likely to exceed (in effort, 

cost, in scope and results) any other intellectual project 

effort ever.  And it is not over yet. 

 

The source of the problem of decisively nailing down “Why 

did the Holocaust occur?” is assumed to rest on the 

malignant Nazi concept of the existential threat posed by 

Jews to the Aryan blood purity – a necessary requirement 

for 1000 years Reich’s existence. 

 

▲  Even if the thesis has a nanogram of validity, and, even if 

Jews are to be made incapable of threatening the Aryan 

blood purity by exile, by massive killing (shooting, gassing, 

poisoning, etc.) why not just kill the Jews fast and 

massively?  They actually took years and exterminated 

(like rats, for instance) with maximum torture and 

humiliation and suffering. 

 

▲  There must be an additional pillar underpinning the 

Holocaust’s primary Nazi justification, it has to do with the 

“science” of eugenics that was sloshing around in the 

“advanced” and “civilized” countries. 
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WHAT WILL MAKE JS LESS ANGRY?  (continued) 

 

Imagine you meet your friend Ulenspiegel who tells you some of 

his views: 
 

  ▲ “All you need is “Out of Love of Humanity” (a seemingly  

good cause) declare that you wish to improve the human  

race (it makes you feel good to babble about it at tuxedo-

clad dinners) and avoid the procreation among 

“subhumans.)  Of course, and surely, one could do the 

classifying of who is “subhuman” at the same dinner 

babble (“deplorable,” “irredeemable,” maybe “mannerless” 

and “twitting at 3 am,” “One of the 72 genders,” “under 5-

feet tall” and “unscientific” …OMG) 

 

▲  Being very precise, you’ll seek evidence of “subhumanity.”  

This could include physical structure (skeletal, nose size, 

etc.), mental capacity (what is cube root of 64?), 

knowledge of the Nitsche, Kant and Hegel’s philosophical 

utterances, etc., etc.  
  

Your like-minded dinner group will connect the rising 

psychiatric cartel, especially in Vienna, who are well 

connected to London and New York compadres, publish 

gobbledygook in some peer review journal.  Some of these 

articles are praised by the profession that gave us, FOR 

THE MOST PART, all obnoxious solutions for surgical 

procedures, sterilization (especially for black people), 

declared Reagan as crazy megalomaniac and all other 

Republicans as “deplorables” (and Nazis).” 
 

JS knows that logically it is easy to use the widely and 

“scientifically subhuman” categories after you precisely 

defined the subhumanity of Jews.  And thus, JS will take 

the opportunity to tell his friend Ulenspiegel to go to 

somewhere very unpleasant. 
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WHAT WILL MAKE JS LESS ANGRY (Continued)? 

 

■ The thesis that more than just cleanliness of Aryan blood was 

the key dominating factor resulting in the demented justification 

for the Holocaust, may actually be valid.  Consider: 

 

    ▲ There are, most probably, millions of idiotic ideas,  

generated by many who educate, govern and regulate, 

“help the downtrodden” and engage in “science” who 

actually mean well.  We call these “Regular People.”  

When they have an idiotic idea, the damage they cause is 

part of an annoyance and can be overcome by regular 

means (fire some, elect others to replace them, etc.) 
 

For instance, when my little 5-year-old granddaughter 

could not easily breathe when wearing a mask, she bit a 

hole through the mask – she lived to tell her mommy, and 

we all lived to laugh at the geniuses who caused her 

inventive solution (and we all breathed happily thereafter). 
 

   ▲  There are, most probably, only a few idiotic ideas of big 

magnitude generated by a few non-regular “geniuses” who 

either govern or aspire to lead the many “regular” people, 

with awful consequences.   

 

These big thinkers like to undertake PHYSICALLY “BIG 

PROJECTS” – Hitler, Stalin, Mao built huge structures, 

Mao wanted “A Permanent Revolution” (10’s of millions 

died), Stalin wanted “Sovietization” of the economy (10’s of 

millions starved).  Hitler, the most berserk of this triad, 

wanted everything big (structures, wars, adoration, and 

even his tanks to be 10 times the size of his then current 

best --) and the damage was colossal. 
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      ■ It is necessary to sift through the post-Holocaust refuse and 

identify the psychiatric angle that preceded the Holocaust to nail 

down causality. 

 

    ■ There are, unfortunately, many “appealing” angles in the  

Totalitarian basket of concepts and gobbledygook.  It is not part 

of the PGC’s mission to be a soft-sciences think tank.  But it 

would not hurt to tickle these learned types with some “Killer 

Questions,” important and mundane. 

 

▲ Why did Poland have pogroms on Jews immediately past 

May 1945? 

 

▲  Why did New Zealand (A nice little country, really) publish 

maps with no Israel on it? 

 

   ▲  Why did the U.N. Not Punish the Repeated Attackers on 

Israel over its entire existence (1948 to date) by coalitions 

of its members? 

 

 

The above were randomly chosen from a very rich list.  

You will find more questions scattered throughout the 

book. 

 

 

Finally, Why Does AMERICA TODAY BEG VENEZUELA to 

pump more oil?   

Don’t even think about it.  You may wind up in an asylum, maybe 

rooming with Fauci.   


